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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,  :   
 
   Plaintiff,   :   Hon. 
        
   -v-    :   Civil Action No. 18- 

     
THE REAL PROPERTIES KNOWN AS  :   VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR 
          FORFEITURE IN REM  
50 RIVERSIDE BOULEVARD, UNIT 21B : 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK; 
      : 
2 RIVER TERRACE, UNIT 12J 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK;   : 
       
40 BROAD STREET, UNIT 20FG  : 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK; AND    
      : 
18 AND 19 COLTS GAIT LANE    
COLTS NECK, NEW JERSEY,   : 
       
   Defendants in rem. : 
 

Plaintiff, United States of America, by its attorney, Craig Carpenito, United 

States Attorney for the District of New Jersey (by Sarah Devlin, Assistant United 

States Attorney), brings this Verified Complaint for Forfeiture in Rem (the 

“Complaint”) and alleges as follows, in accordance with Rule G(2) of the 
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Supplemental Rules for Admiralty or Maritime Claims and Asset Forfeiture 

Actions, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.   

NATURE OF THE ACTION 
 

1. This is a civil action in rem to forfeit and condemn to the use and 

benefit of the United States the above-captioned property pursuant to Title 18, 

United States Code, Section 981(a)(1)(C), as property constituting, and derived 

from, proceeds traceable to a violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 

1343, and Title 15, United States Code, Sections 78j(b) and 78ff, Title 17, Code 

of Federal Regulations, Section 240.10b-5, or a conspiracy to commit such an 

offense, and pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 981(a)(1)(A), as 

property that was involved in a transaction or attempted transaction in violation 

of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1956 or 1957, or a conspiracy to commit 

such a violation, in violation of Section 1956(h). 

THE DEFENDANTS IN REM 

2. The defendants in rem consist of the following: 

The real property known as 50 Riverside Boulevard, 
Unit 21b, New York, New York (the “50 Riverside 
Condo”); 
 
The real property known as 2 River Terrace, Unit 12J, 
New York, New York (the “2 River Terrace Condo”); 
 
The real property known as 40 Broad Street, Unit 20FG, 
New York, New York (the “40 Broad Street Condo”); and 
 
The real property known as 18 and 19 Colts Gait Late, 
Colts Neck, New Jersey (the “Colts Neck Property”) 
 

(collectively, the “defendants in rem” or the “defendant properties”). 
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3. The defendant properties have not been seized but are within the 

jurisdiction of the Court.  The United States does not request authority from the 

Court to seize the defendant properties at this time.  The United States will, as 

provided by 18 U.S.C. § 985(b)(1) and (c)(1): 

 a. post notice of this action and a copy of this Complaint for 

Forfeiture In Rem on the defendant properties; and 

 b. serve notice of this action on the defendant properties’ 

owner(s), and any other person or entity who may claim an interest in the 

defendant properties along with a copy of this Complaint; and 

c. file a Notice of Lis Pendens against the defendant properties.  

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

4. This Court has jurisdiction over an action commenced by the United 

States under 28 U.S.C. § 1345, and over an action for forfeiture under 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1355(a). 

5. This Court has in rem jurisdiction over the defendant properties 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1355(b).   

6. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1355(b)(1), 

because acts and omissions giving rise to the forfeiture occurred in the District 

of New Jersey. 

STATUTORY BACKGROUND 

7. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 981(a)(1)(C), any property, real or personal, 

which constitutes or is derived from proceeds traceable to a violation of any 

offense constituting a “specified unlawful activity,” as defined in 18 U.S.C. 
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§ 1956(c)(7), or any conspiracy to commit any such offense, is forfeitable to the 

United States. 

8. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7)(A), the definition of specified 

unlawful activity includes any act or activity constituting an offense listed in 

18 U.S.C. § 1961(1).  The offenses listed in Sections 1956(c)(7) and 1961(1)(B) 

include wire fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1343, and securities fraud, in 

violation of Title 15, United States Code, Sections 78j(b) and 78ff, and Title 17, 

Code of Federal Regulations, Section 240.10b-5, or a conspiracy to commit such 

offenses. 

9. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 981(a)(1)(A), any property, real or personal, 

involved in a transaction or attempted transaction in violation of Title 18, United 

States Code, Sections 1956 or 1957, is forfeitable to the United States. 

FACTS 

10. During the period relevant to this Complaint: 

a. “Company A” was a publicly-traded company that, through a web 

of operating subsidiaries, provided outsourced revenue cycle management 

(“RCM”), physician practice management, and other related services to 

hospitals and medical practices in the United States.  Company A was 

incorporated in Delaware in or around September 2014 for the purpose of 

becoming a holding company for the “Operating Company,” which owned 

several subsidiary entities engaged in the businesses referenced above.  In or 

around December 2014, Company A’s securities began trading on the 

Alternative Investment Market (“AIM”) of the London Stock Exchange (“LSE”).  
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Company A was later taken private through a domestic merger transaction 

consummated in the United States and described below, which closed on or 

about January 30, 2017. 

b. The “Private Investment Firm” was a private investment 

management firm based in New York City that sought to acquire, own and 

operate businesses by providing long-term capital solutions. 

c. Parmjit Parmar, a/k/a “Paul Parmar” (“Parmar”), was a resident of 

New Jersey and was the Chief Executive Officer of Company A from its 

inception through in or about September 2017.  Parmar also was a member of 

Company A’s board of directors.  Until in or around January 2017, Parmar, 

and various other entities he owned and controlled, owned the majority of 

Company A’s shares. 

d. Sotirios Zaharis, a/k/a “Sam Zaharis” (“Zaharis”), was a resident 

of New Jersey and was the Chief Financial Officer of Company A.  He also 

served on its board of directors. 

e. Ravi Chivukula (“Chivukula”) was a resident of New Jersey and 

served as the Chief Financial Officer of the Operating Company.  He also was a 

member of Company A’s board of directors. 

11. Between in or about May 2015 through in or about September 

2017, Parmar, Zaharis, and Chivukula (collectively, the “co-conspirators”) 

orchestrated an elaborate scheme to defraud the Private Investment Firm and 

others out of hundreds of millions of dollars in connection with the funding of a 

“going private” transaction whereby Company A, which was publicly traded on 
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the LSE’s AIM, was taken private through a series of transactions that will be 

referred to herein collectively as either the “Go-Private Transaction” or the 

“Merger.”  As part of the financing of the Go-Private Transaction, the Private 

Investment Firm put up approximately $82 million in equity and a consortium 

of financial institutions (the “Lenders”) provided another approximately 

$130 million in debt.  The scheme was accomplished through a variety of 

fraudulent methods designed to grossly inflate the value of Company A and 

trick the Private Investment Firm and others into believing that Company A 

was worth substantially more than its actual value.   

12. The scheme to present a materially false picture of the financial 

health of Company A began with several secondary offerings on the AIM 

whereby the co-conspirators sought to raise tens of millions of dollars in the 

public markets purportedly to fund Company A’s acquisitions of various 

operating subsidiaries.  In reality, a number of those entities either did not 

exist or had only a fraction of the operating income attributed to them.  The 

evidence developed to date indicates that the co-conspirators then funneled the 

proceeds of these secondary offerings through bank accounts they controlled 

and used the money for a variety of purposes that had nothing to do with 

acquiring the purported acquisition targets.  Rather, the money from one of the 

offerings was used to, among other things, make it appear as if the Operating 

Company had substantial customer revenue when, in fact, the funds were 

simply transfers of the money that had been raised in the secondary offering.  

The co-conspirators went to great lengths to make it appear that these funds 
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were revenue, concocting phony customers and altering bank statements to 

make it appear as if the funds were coming from customers.  In fact, the 

purported revenues and, in many cases, the customers, were complete 

fabrications.       

13. The co-conspirators employed a variety of fraudulent techniques 

before and in the course of the Go-Private Transaction to induce the Private 

Investment Firm and others to fund the transaction.  These tactics included, 

but were not limited to: (1) creating fictitious operating companies that 

Company A purportedly acquired in sham acquisitions that the co-conspirators 

simply made up; (2) falsifying and, in some cases, wholly fabricating, bank 

records of subsidiary entities in order to generate a phony picture of Company 

A’s revenue streams; (3) generating fake income streams and, in some cases, 

fabricating customers of Company A and its subsidiaries; (4) and making other 

material misrepresentations and omissions to representatives of the Private 

Investment Firm and others.  Through these actions, the co-conspirators 

caused the Private Investment Firm and others to value Company A at over 

$300 million for purposes of financing the Go-Private Transaction.       

A. Background of the Go-Private Transaction   

14. Between no later than in or around April 2016 and November 

2016, the Private Investment Firm and Company A engaged in negotiations 

relating to the Go-Private Transaction.  The Go-Private Transaction was 

structured so that a special purpose entity managed by the Private Investment 
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Firm would ultimately own a controlling interest in Company A and the 

balance would be owned by a Parmar-controlled entity.  

15. During the negotiations of the Go-Private Transaction and related 

due diligence activities by the Private Investment Firm, Parmar controlled 

Company A and was the key member of its senior management interfacing with 

the Private Investment Firm.  Zaharis and Chivukula actively supported 

Parmar in these efforts. 

16. In or around June 2016, the co-conspirators made a presentation 

to the Private Investment Firm during which they portrayed Company A as a 

growing force in the medical billing industry, touting the company’s expansion 

of operations into over twenty states through its organic growth and numerous 

acquisitions, including the following three separate purported medical billing 

and/or RCM businesses: MDRX Medical Billing (“MDRX”); Phoenix Health, LLC 

(“Phoenix”); and Northstar First Health, LLC (“Northstar”).        

17. Pointing to organic growth and Company A’s acquisitions, Parmar 

represented to the Private Investment Firm that Company A’s EBIDTA1 and 

revenue were growing rapidly and exceeded expectations in the fifteen months 

following its listing on the AIM.   

18. Additionally, during the negotiations, the co-conspirators provided 

extensive documents to the Private Investment Firm regarding Company A’s 

purported financial condition, performance, and business operations.  These 

                                                 
1 “EBIDTA” refers to a company’s earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and 
amortization and is a measure commonly used to evaluate a company’s financial 
performance in a given period of time.   
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documents included Company A’s public filings on the AIM, presentations that 

the co-conspirators made to the Private Investment Firm, financial statements 

for certain of Company A’s subsidiary companies, information about numerous 

purported customers of Company A and its subsidiaries, bank records, and 

customer contracts.  The co-conspirators represented to the Private Investment 

Firm that the information in these materials was true and accurate, and the 

Private Investment Firm relied on these representations in deciding to pursue 

the Go-Private Transaction.  As explained further below, however, many of 

these documents contained material misrepresentations or omissions, or were 

completely fabricated by the co-conspirators, in furtherance of the scheme.   

19. Based upon the information provided by the co-conspirators, the 

Private Investment Firm valued Company A at more than $300 million.   

20. In furtherance of the Go-Private Transaction, Company A, through 

Parmar, made specific representations and warranties in the merger agreement 

and subscription agreement (the “Merger Documents”) that the Private 

Investment Firm ultimately signed.  Specifically, Company A represented in the 

merger agreement that its financial statements were truthful and accurate, 

that there were no false entries in Company A’s accounting records, that 

Company A’s accounts receivable were the result of legitimate transactions, 

and that its material contracts were real and enforceable.  Notably, Parmar and 

certain of his controlled entities also agreed in the subscription agreement to 

indemnify the Private Investment Firm for “any intentional misrepresentations 

and fraud on the part of [Company A] or any seller.”  
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21. In reliance of the co-conspirators’ material misrepresentations and 

omissions, on or about November 24, 2016, the Private Investment Firm signed 

the Merger Documents to consummate the Go-Private Transaction.  Pursuant 

to the terms of the Merger Documents, the Private Investment Firm agreed to 

pay approximately $88 million in cash for a 50.7% economic interest in 

Company A after its conversion to a private entity following the transaction.  As 

set forth in the subscription agreement, the Private Investment Firm received 

approximately 30,268,763 Class A Units of the newly formed entity.  

Additionally, the Lenders agreed to lend up to approximately $145 million to 

finance the Merger.  Company A issued unsecured promissory notes to its 

shareholders to generate the remaining approximately $40 million.  Parmar, as 

Company A’s largest shareholder, received the majority of the proceeds from 

the Go-Private transaction, and an approximately 49.3% economic interest in 

the new private company.  The Go-Private Transaction closed on or about 

January 30, 2017, with the Private Investment Firm contributing 

approximately $82.5 million in equity and the Lenders providing approximately 

$130 million in debt financing.    

22. As set forth below, the investigation to date has revealed several 

categories of fraudulent conduct by the co-conspirators in connection with the 

Go-Private Transaction.  

B. Fake Operating Companies and Sham Acquisitions  

23. Between in or around May 2015 and February 2016, the co-

conspirators orchestrated sham acquisitions by Company A of MDRX, Phoenix, 
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and Northstar to inflate Company A’s revenues, EBIDTA, and overall value.  

Each of the three transactions followed a similar pattern: Company A raised 

money for the purported acquisition through a secondary stock offering on the 

AIM; the target or acquired company was formed only shortly before the 

announced acquisition; and the funds raised for the acquisition appear to have 

been used for other purposes.  The co-conspirators nevertheless falsified the 

books and records of Company A to cause its general ledger to appear as 

though the funds raised during the secondary offerings had been used for the 

acquisition.  Two of the three acquired companies, MDRX and Phoenix, were 

fictitious entities that the co-conspirators created in connection with the 

scheme.  The other company, Northstar, had at least one real asset, but the co-

conspirators grossly inflated the value of the company in furtherance of the 

scheme.  

1. The MDRX Fraud 

The Theft of a Corporate Identity 

24. One of the co-conspirators’ fraudulent acquisitions involved the 

purported purchase of MDRX.  The Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) 

reviewed a regulatory release Company A issued and filed with the LSE on or 

about December 11, 2015, concerning the secondary offering of shares by 

Company A and the purported use of a substantial portion of the proceeds to 

acquire MDRX.  In particular, in a Regulatory News Service (“RNS”)  

announcement issued on December 11, 2015, entitled “Proposed Placing & 

Conditional Acquisition,” Company A announced its intention to raise 
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approximately £30 million (approximately $45.5 million) (before expenses) 

through a secondary offering on the AIM.  The December 11, 2015 RNS also 

announced that Company A “had entered into a conditional share purchase 

agreement to acquire MDRX for up to $30.0 million.”  Parmar is quoted in the 

December 11, 2015 RNS as stating that “[t]he acquisition of MDRX will be our 

fourth acquisition since IPO last year and we are very excited about its 

prospects in the context of the Group.”   

25. As noted in greater detail below, the investigation has revealed 

that, in reality, MDRX did not exist.  Not only did the co-conspirators fabricate 

this company, but documents and witness statements reflect that they also 

stole the description of MDRX that they used in the December 11, 2015 RNS 

from pitch materials Parmar and Zaharis had previously received relating to 

the possible recapitalization of a real company operating in the RCM space 

(hereafter referred to as Company M).   

26. In or about October 2015, financial advisors for Company M, who 

were seeking to recapitalize it, sent a confidential information memorandum 

(“CIM”) to Company A for review by Parmar and Zaharis.  The CIM shows that 

it was furnished to potential investors on the understanding that it would be 

used only to evaluate whether to invest in Company M.   

27. Documents nevertheless show that the co-conspirators used the 

description of Company M in the CIM to generate the phony description of 

MDRX they used in the December 11, 2015 RNS, in many cases lifting the 
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description word for word from the CIM.  The remarkable similarities included 

the following: 

a. The CIM listed Company M as being based in Akron, Ohio, and 

contained references to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus 

and Wheeling.  The co-conspirators wrote in the RNS that MDRX was 

“based in Akron, Ohio and has offices in Chicago, Cincinnati, 

Cleveland, Columbus and Wheeling.”    

b. The CIM described Company M as “a leading national provider of 

outsourced healthcare practice management and consulting services, 

including outsourced billing, collections operations and financial 

management primarily to both independent and health system-based 

physician groups.”  The co-conspirators largely copied this description 

when writing about MDRX in the RNS:  “MDRX is a national provider 

of outsourced hospital practice management, private practice 

management and consulting services (including outsourced billing, 

collections, operations and financial management) to both 

independent and health system-based physician groups in the US.” 

c. The CIM also contained a “Practice Overview” section which had as a 

subheading the following description:  “[Company M] offers a uniquely 

comprehensive set of turnkey healthcare management services, which 

allow medical practices to improve their profitability, cash cycle 

management and operations workflow.”  The co-conspirators lifted 

this description almost verbatim and included it in the December 11, 
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2015 RNS, noting, “MDRX offers a comprehensive set of turnkey 

healthcare management services which allow medical practices to 

improve their profitability, cash cycle management and operations 

workflow.” 

28. The same day that Company A issued the December 11, 2015 RNS 

announcing the secondary offering and the agreement to acquire MDRX, 

Zaharis received an email from one of the individuals who had served as a 

financial advisor for Company M in connection with its efforts to recapitalize.  

The financial advisor wrote: “Sam, I just left you a voicemail on an important 

matter concerning [Company A’s] announcement of the MDRX acquisition.  In 

reading the press release we noticed that the company description appears 

nearly identical to the [Company M] description in our Confidential Information 

Memorandum (e.g., based in Akron, the last sentence is verbatim from our 

subheader on page 7).  As we are not familiar with MDRX, we wanted to 

confirm with you which of these facts are in fact correct and which may have 

been clerical errors. Please advise.”  Zaharis promptly forwarded this email to 

others, including Parmar.  In one such email to an individual who will be 

referred to as Co-conspirator 1, Zaharis wrote, “Not good……………….”  Co-

conspirator 1 replied simply, “Oh fuck.”  When Zaharis replied that he would 

call Co-conspirator 1, the latter responded, “Pls.  We need to be ready for this.” 

29. Several days later, Zaharis and Parmar had scheduled a call with 

the financial advisor, and, on December 14, 2015, Zaharis sent Parmar an 

email entitled “Speech for the Broker of [Company M].”  Parmar replied by 
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asking Zaharis to have the document printed so Parmar would have it in front 

of him when he spoke with Company M’s financial advisor. 

30. The FBI interviewed the financial advisor who represented 

Company M in its efforts to recapitalize about his interactions with Zaharis and 

Parmar.  The financial advisor stated that he had several calls with Zaharis and 

a call with Parmar about the possibility of Company A buying Company M.  

The financial advisor said that Zaharis had submitted an indication of interest 

on behalf of Company A, but that Company M had decided not to proceed with 

a sale from any of its potential buyers.  The financial advisor added that 

sometime later, he saw a press release from Company A describing the 

purchase of a company that did the same thing as Company M.  The financial 

advisor noted that the press release used either the exact language or language 

that was very similar to that used by Company M in its CIM.  The financial 

advisor said he contacted Zaharis about the similarities, and Zaharis said he 

would look into it.  Zaharis then called back several days later and told the 

financial advisor that his public relations firm had two books and had 

mistakenly taken language from the wrong book. 

31. The explanation given by Zaharis to the financial advisor that there 

was a mix-up by Company A’s public relations firm is belied by other 

documents showing that Zaharis, Parmar, and Chivukula knowingly stole the 

description of MDRX directly from Company M’s CIM.  In a series of emails 

Chivukula sent to Parmar and Zaharis on October 22, 2015, Chivukula made 

clear that he was creating, among other documents, a document called MDRX 
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Medical Billing LLC Due Diligence Findings.  The FBI has reviewed the 

document with this label and it contains nearly identical sections to the 

Company M CIM.  Chivukula’s emails make clear that he was using the 

Company M CIM to create the purported MDRX Due Diligence Findings.  For 

instance, when he circulated the draft to Parmar and Zaharis, Chivukula noted 

that he was “not able to edit the name of [Company M] in the header.”  He also 

noted that he was “not able to remove the background image of [Company M] 

in the presentation.”  

False Representations Concerning MDRX’s Revenue 
 
32. Having stolen the corporate identity of Company M and fabricated 

a company they called “MDRX Medical Billing LLC,” the co-conspirators 

proceeded to falsely represent that MDRX was a real, viable company with a 

substantial customer base and significant revenues. 

33. On or about February 10, 2016, Company A issued a press release 

announcing its acquisition of MDRX for $28 million, stating that MDRX had “a 

nationwide presence and brings approximately 3,500 more physicians on the 

[Company A] platform.”  In the announcement, Parmar made the following 

statement: 

The closing of the MDRX transaction will further increase [Company A’s] 
revenue and significant cost savings will be borne out by MDRX being 
part of the [Company A] platform.  MDRX will be our fourth acquisition 
since our IPO.  We continue to evaluate a pipeline of acquisition 
opportunities which meet our strict criteria of being able to generate 
recurring revenue while generating significant profitability.  MDRX 
augments the existing Physicians on the [Company A] platform in States 
such as California, Florida and New York and adds new geographies 
such as Alabama, Louisiana, New Mexico and Utah. With this 
transaction completed [Company A] will collect approximately $2 billion 
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annually for physicians across the US and will increase our footprint in 
new territories. 

 
34. Numerous documents obtained during the investigation 

demonstrate that MDRX did not exist prior to this transaction.  According to 

the Certificate of Formation for MDRX, the company was formed on December 

7, 2015, right before the December 11, 2015 RNS announcing the secondary 

offering and the purported MDRX transaction, and approximately two months 

before the acquisition purported to close.  Moreover, the stock purchase 

agreement between MDRX and Company A is a 58-page, detailed contract, the 

likes of which typically would be heavily negotiated over the course of time 

between the parties to the contract.  Here, however, the stock purchase 

agreement is dated December 7, 2015 – the very day on which MDRX 

purportedly was formed.  The signature block corresponding to MDRX on page 

58 of the stock purchase agreement reflects that it was signed by “Jack White,” 

purportedly the CEO of MDRX.  In addition, the stock purchase agreement 

reflects that MDRX’s address was “166 High Street” in Akron, Ohio.  The FBI 

has confirmed through various investigative steps that there is no “166 High 

Street” in Akron, Ohio.  Although there is a 166 “S. High Street,” that address 

is occupied by the City of Akron’s government offices.  No entity with MDRX’s 

name has operated there.         

35. Email communications reviewed in the investigation further 

demonstrate the fraudulent nature of Company A’s purported acquisition of 

MDRX.  For instance, on or about September 23, 2016, Zaharis sent Chivukula 

an email with the subject line “who did we say we acquired MDRX from.”  
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Zaharis went on to write the following in the body of the email:  “My hard drive 

with the info is upstairs in the bed room [sic] and they are all sleeping.”  

Chivukula responded by writing simply, “APEX healthcare systems[.]”   

36. In an earlier email dated March 11, 2016, Zaharis sent Chivukula 

a copy of a notice to MDRX from the IRS advising MDRX that the IRS had 

assigned it an employer identification number (“EIN”).  The date of the notice is 

March 11, 2016.  This document reflects that MDRX did not have an EIN, a 

basic identifier used by companies doing business in the United States, until 

over a month after the announcement of Company A’s acquisition of it. 

37. The co-conspirators not only fabricated MDRX, but they 

misrepresented to the Private Investment Firm during the due diligence phase 

of the Go-Private transaction that it had substantial earnings prior to its 

purported acquisition by Company A.  For instance, on or about October 14, 

2016, Parmar sent an email to a representative of the Private Investment Firm 

who was responsible for much of the financial due diligence and to Zaharis.  

The subject of the email was “Updated financials.”  Parmar attached to the 

email a spreadsheet purporting to be Company A’s “Consolidated Financial 

Model.”  The model contained a tab that purported to show MDRX’s 

consolidated statements of operations.  Despite the fact that MDRX was not 

even formed as a corporate entity until December 7, 2015, this consolidated 

statement of operations falsely showed positive earnings information dating as 

far back as January 2015.      
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38. Bank records and other documents also show that, in connection 

with the secondary offering announced on December 11, 2015, that supposedly 

was going towards funding the (bogus) acquisition of MDRX, the co-

conspirators diverted those funds to other uses, and falsified the books and 

records of Company A.  A comparison of Company A’s general ledger and its 

associated bank accounts reflects efforts by the co-conspirators to conceal the 

fraud.  Specifically, Company A’s general ledger shows that Company A 

received approximately $36.8 million on or about January 8, 2016 from the 

capital raise in the secondary stock offering on the AIM.  The general ledger 

further shows disbursements of approximately $35 million on or about 

February 9, 2016, which were described as payment for the acquisition of 

MDRX.   

39. While the bank records confirm Company A’s receipt of the 

approximately $36 million in January 2016, the transactions in the account in 

or around February 2016 and over the next several months establish that the 

funds were not used for an acquisition.  Rather, the bank records show 

numerous transfers to other accounts affiliated with Company A and/or other 

entities, including the Operating Company, Parmar, a law firm, and others.  

Approximately $7 million of the funds was transferred to the Operating 

Company in a series of smaller transfers and recorded in the Operating 

Company’s general ledger as “AR payments” from specific customers, many of 

which appear to be fake.  In reality, the co-conspirators simply funneled some 

of the proceeds from the stock offering to the Operating Company to create 
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fictitious customer income and to fraudulently inflate the company’s revenue 

streams.   

40. For instance, on January 27, 2016, approximately $102,753 was 

sent from Company A’s bank account to the Operating Company’s bank 

account in four separate transfers.  Each incoming bank transfer supported a 

phony entry in the Operating Company’s general ledger purporting to show 

that the money was a receivable from a medical practice customer of the 

Operating Company.  Law enforcement’s investigation shows that, in reality, 

these transfers were simply inter-company transfers and that the medical 

practices that were supposedly paying the money to the Operating Company 

either did not exist or did not have a relationship with the Operating Company.  

This is demonstrated by the co-conspirators’ efforts to lease temporary office 

space in the names of these and other purported customers of the Operating 

Company, as explained further below.   

41. This pattern of transfers designed to support false general ledger 

entries continued on numerous dates between January and July 2016 and 

resulted in millions of dollars in manufactured revenue to the Operating 

Company.  A detailed example of one of these related company transfers is 

described below in paragraph 56.  

2. Other Sham Acquisitions 

42. Prior to the purported acquisition of MDRX, on or about September 

16, 2015, Company A announced its acquisition of Northstar for approximately 

$18 million.  Company A’s bank account statements reflect that, in May 2015, 
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Company A had raised approximately $15.8 million through a secondary stock 

offering on the AIM.  Company A’s press release announcing the acquisition 

described Northstar as having a “stable client base of healthcare providers 

under recurring revenue contracts[,]” particularly 77 retained clients, as well as 

233 employees (125 of which the release claims are in the United States, with 

the remaining employees in India).  The release also stated that Northstar had 

year-end revenue in 2014 of approximately $7.9 million and EBITDA of $1.9 

million. 

43. According to Northstar’s Certificate of Formation, it was formed on 

or about June 12, 2015, just a few months before Company A’s claimed 

acquisition of it.  Moreover, according to a copy of a purchase agreement, on or 

about September 2, 2015, Northstar purchased a business (the “Business 

Asset”) for approximately $2,785,000.  Further, based on a review of Company 

A’s bank records, it does not appear that the approximately $15 million that it 

received from the secondary offering was used for an acquisition, other than 

the Business Asset.  Rather, the bank records show numerous transfers to 

other individuals and entities over the course of several months following the 

deposit of the offering proceeds.  

44. Last, on or about September 18, 2015, two days after Company A 

announced the Northstar transaction, Company A announced its acquisition of 

Phoenix, which it described as a company employing 138 people with revenue 

of $9.8 million as of the end of 2014.  According to the press release 
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announcing the acquisition, Company A acquired Phoenix for approximately 

$14 million. 

45. Notably, according to a Certificate of Formation obtained in the 

investigation, Phoenix was formed on September 11, 2015, just one week prior 

to the announcement of the acquisition.  Further, email communications 

between Chivukula, Zaharis and others, from October 2015 indicate that 

Phoenix did not have an EIN as of that time (over one month after the 

acquisition announcement).  Specifically, on or about October 28, 2015, 

Chivukula emailed one of Company A’s outside attorneys (copying Zaharis) and 

asked, “Can you please send the incorporation documents for Phoenix.  We 

need to open a bank account and need these documents to get it going.”  The 

attorney replied and attached certain documents and, in response, Chivukula 

stated, “Do you also have the EIN letter for Phoenix?”  The attorney responded, 

“No,” and then Chivukula forwarded the attorney’s response to Zaharis and 

stated, “Sam, we cannot open a bank account without an EIN number.  

Normally, [the attorney’s] office applies for these.  I can do this online too, but I 

need [Parmar’s] SSN number.”  After a few additional emails back and forth 

regarding the information needed to apply for an EIN, Chivukula emailed 

Zaharis and stated, “I am mentioning the location of the business as Houston, 

Texas.  Let me know if you think otherwise.”  Zaharis responded, “Ok.  You can 

see from the rns where we say they are located.”  Chivukula replied, “I need a 

physical address, and I am using the Houston office address.”   
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46. The Government has obtained a copy of a notice from the IRS to 

Phoenix dated November 27, 2015 advising it of its EIN.  The notice was issued 

to Phoenix at the address of Company A’s principal place of business in 

Houston, Texas, as reflected in Company A’s consolidated financial statements 

for 2014 and 2015. 

47. Several weeks after the above-referenced October 2015 emails, and 

approximately two months after the announcement of the purported 

acquisition of Phoenix, Zaharis emailed Parmar about creating a “sale 

agreement” for Phoenix and modeling it on a Northstar sale agreement that was 

purportedly signed on behalf of Northstar by “Bobby Kumar.”  Specifically, on 

or about November 18, 2015, Zaharis emailed Parmar and stated, “PP, [w]e 

have to create a Phoenix sale agreement much like the Northstar one that we 

had RAI’s lawyer approve.  The actual Northstar contract shared with RAI is 

attached.  I need your help to fill out the following for Phoenix … For Northstar, 

we had ‘Bobby Kumar’ ….. who will we have for Phoenix?” (emphasis in 

original).  It is worth noting that a contract the defendants ended up drafting to 

document the purported Phoenix transaction used the name “Vijay Kumar,” 

and the signature block at the end of the document listed Northstar in place of 

Phoenix.   

C. Bogus Customers and Customer Contracts 

48. In addition to evidence of the fraudulent acquisitions described 

above, the investigation has revealed that numerous of the purported 
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customers and associated revenue of certain of Company A’s subsidiaries, 

including the Operating Company, are fictitious. 

49. During the due diligence phase of the Go-Private Transaction, the 

Private Investment Firm was interested in seeing revenue and earnings data 

supporting Company A’s organic growth rate.  In this regard, during the due 

diligence, the co-conspirators sent the Private Investment Firm information 

concerning customer revenue for the Operating Company, among other 

entities.  For instance, on July 22, 2016, Chivukula sent an email to 

representatives of the Private Investment Firm copying Parmar and Zaharis.  

The email attached an Excel spreadsheet entitled “[Company A] Client – State – 

Fee – Tenure – Speciality collections and transactions.xlsx.”  The body of the 

email stated: Attached is the collections and # of transactions data from 2013 

to 2016.”  The spreadsheet included revenue figures for 2015 for approximately 

33 purported customers of the Operating Company.  The investigation has 

revealed that these customers either did not exist or had no relationship with 

the Operating Company.  Indeed, the FBI has obtained records from a company 

that provides temporary office space in the United States and elsewhere, and 

virtual office space, indicating that, in or around late January 2016, Zaharis 

leased temporary office space at various locations throughout the country for 

these same 33 companies.  This evidence suggests that the co-conspirators 

simply made up these customers (and the associated revenue) and then 

attempted to create real addresses for them by leasing office space in their 

names. 
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50. The co-conspirators employed similar tactics to fabricate 

customers of MDRX.  Specifically, there were approximately 44 customers 

associated with MDRX in Company A’s accounting records and in some of the 

financial records that the co-conspirators provided the Private Investment Firm 

during its due diligence.  Law enforcement reviewed nine customer contracts 

between a medical billing entity that MDRX claimed to have acquired and 

purported medical providers.  These medical providers are listed in certain of 

MDRX’s financial records as customers of MDRX.  Open source searches 

revealed that the addresses for the medical providers as set forth in the 

contracts are temporary office addresses.  Representatives of these office 

locations have confirmed with law enforcement that they have no record of the 

purported MDRX customers doing business or occupying space there.  

Additional open source searches regarding the names of the individuals who 

purportedly signed these contracts on behalf of the medical providers revealed 

no affiliations between the names in the contract and the entity for which that 

person signed.  This further demonstrates the fraudulent nature of these 

contracts, and MDRX more generally.  Further, law enforcement has been 

unable to confirm through open source searches the existence of the remaining 

35 MDRX customers at the addresses listed for the customers in Company A’s 

records. 

51. These findings are corroborated by email communications between 

the co-conspirators.  For example, on July 22, 2016 (more than five months 

after Company A announced its acquisition of MDRX), and the same day the 
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co-conspirators sent the Private Investment Firm the spreadsheet of customer 

revenue figures discussed above, Zaharis sent Parmar an email that stated: 

Paul,  
 
For the audit we will need to prepare client contracts for MDRX 
physicians that we now have on our books. We have to create 60+ 
agreements that we inherited as part of the acquisition.  We need these 
for [the Accounting Firm] plus maybe also for the legal due diligence 
schedule for [the Private Investment Firm]. 
 
I need your help on the following: 
 

• I need to know the name of the entity we should say is signing the 
agreements.  I don’t think we should use MDRX as per the Asset 
Sale Agreement but another name …..can you suggest one to use?  
It will be the same name that we will use for the company wide 
expenses we are going to create for their P&L.   

 
52. On or about November 16, 2016, Zaharis sent an email to 

Company A’s outside counsel requesting that counsel create several “Delaware 

LLC’s,” including “Apex Healthcare LLC[.]”  As noted above in paragraph 26, on 

or about September 23, 2016, Zaharis told Chivukula that they had previously 

said they had acquired MDRX from “APEX healthcare systems.”  

53. The co-conspirators’ creation of false records to conceal their 

scheme continued even after the Go-Private transaction closed.  For instance, 

on or about February 22, 2017, Zaharis emailed Parmar seeking a telephone 

number to use on certain purported customer invoices.  The email stated, “If 

you have [a] spare parked T-Mobile number ….can we change it to Ohio centric 

so we can use it on the invoices we send from Apex Healthcare Systems[?]  

Then we put it in a phone and record a suitable message as well[.]  We say 

Apex was in Dayton so it should be a Dayton area code which is 937[.]”  This 
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email, and others collected in the investigation, suggests that the co-

conspirators simply fabricated customer invoices to create the appearance of 

real customers that generated revenue to Company A.  

D. Fabricated and Altered Bank Statements 

54. In addition to the above, the co-conspirators also altered records 

relating to the Operating Company’s bank accounts to create fictitious revenue 

to the Operating Company.  The Operating Company’s revenue, as Company 

A’s primary subsidiary, had a significant impact on Company A’s overall 

financial performance.   

55. Email correspondence among the co-conspirators demonstrates 

their efforts to alter bank records and, in some instances, to create them from 

scratch.  With some of the emails, the co-conspirators attached the phony bank 

statements in Microsoft Word or Excel form.  For example, on or about 

February 20, 2016, Chivukula emailed Parmar and Zaharis and attached 

numerous documents.  The body of the email stated, “Paul[,] attached are the 

bank statements in excel and pdf.  I am not able to get the bar code for Nov 

and December in the right format in word.  Thanks, Ravi.”  Similarly, on or 

about January 25, 2017, Zaharis emailed Parmar and discussed the placement 

of a wire transfer into a bank statement.  The email stated, “I don’t think we 

make it on page 1 … I think we have it as the 1st one on page 2[.]  We will need 

to change the complete description … we can cut and paste the one from page 

97 that you did … where you made it $1.1m[.]  We will need to tweak [a] few 

things from the one wire to the new one ..the TFN and the month/date.”   
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56. Additionally, a comparison of some of the bank account statements 

that the co-conspirators created in Excel form and the real bank records from 

the bank reveal substantial discrepancies.  As just one example, the Operating 

Company’s January 2016 account statement that the Government obtained 

directly from the bank reflects an incoming wire transfer on January 29, 2016 

in the amount of $43,673.  The source of the wire transfer is Company A.  

Company A’s bank records also show the corresponding outbound wire to the 

Operating Company.  However, a fabricated bank statement that the co-

conspirators created for the same account during the same time period 

attributes this incoming wire transfer to an account belonging to “Chiropractic 

Care,” a purported customer entity that law enforcement has confirmed to be 

fictitious.  The Operating Company’s general ledger also claims that this 

transfer was for a receivable from “Chiropractic Care.”  The phony entries in 

the fake bank statement and the general ledger made a simple transfer of 

funds from Company A to the Operating Company appear to be revenue from a 

legitimate, third-party source.   

57. The co-conspirators also generated fake bank account statements 

for MDRX which, as explained above, is a bogus entity that the co-conspirators 

created in furtherance of the scheme.  In or around March 2017, Zaharis and 

Chivukula discussed the details of various debits and credits in the purported 

bank account of MDRX.  In the email, Zaharis wrote, “Need to clean this up 

and to also include amount less bank charges transferred to main account [of 

the Operating Company] which will then mean a deposit entry in the main 
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chase account on the same day.”  The email attached a purported MDRX bank 

statement constructed in Microsoft Excel.  Law enforcement confirmed with the 

bank reflected on these statements that it has no record of any accounts 

associated with MDRX.   

E. Impact of the Fraud on Company A’s Financial Statements  

58. The scheme had a substantial impact on Company A’s financial 

statements and resulted in grossly inflated revenue, income, and EBIDTA 

figures for the time period that the Private Investment Firm evaluated in 

determining to pursue to the Go-Private Transaction.   

59. The co-conspirators’ scheme to defraud was uncovered in or 

around September 2017, at or around the time the co-conspirators resigned 

from their positions with Company A or were terminated.  On or about March 

16, 2018, Company A and numerous of its affiliated entities filed a petition for 

Chapter 11 relief in the United States Bankruptcy Court, Eastern District of 

New York.  The petition attributes Company A’s financial demise, in large part, 

to the scheme described above.       

THE DEFENDANT PROPERTIES 

60. Based on a review and analysis of bank account records, email 

correspondence, business records, and publicly available documents, it is 

believed that Parmar and Zaharis diverted funds obtained through the scheme 

to defraud either to purchase or to retain ownership of several real properties, 

including the defendant properties.  In order to obtain or retain an ownership 
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interest in the defendant properties, Parmar used several bank accounts under 

his control to receive and disburse proceeds related to the fraudulent scheme.  

In addition to using the proceeds of the illegal manipulative trading to 

perpetuate the securities fraud scheme, Parmar and Zaharis also used the 

proceeds of the fraud scheme to purchase various real properties.  Parmar and 

Zaharis’s purchases of real properties using proceeds appear to have been 

meant to conceal the nature, source, location and ownership or control of the 

proceeds, as none of the real properties purchased with proceeds of the scheme 

are held in the names of either Parmar or Zaharis.   

A. The Accounts Used to Facilitate the Fraud 

61. The primary accounts through which Parmar funneled proceeds 

obtained from the fraudulent scheme and from which he subsequently 

purchased properties or gained a personal interest in properties include the 

following: 

(1) an account at M&T Bank ending in 5647 in the name of Constellation 
Healthcare Technologies, Inc. (the “Constellation M&T Acct 5647”); 
 

(2) an account at M&T Bank ending in 8132 in the name of Constellation 
Healthcare Technologies Inc. (the “Constellation M&T Acct 8132”);  

 
(3) an account at M&T Bank ending in 1472 in the name of Ranga Bhoomi 

LLC (the “Ranga Bhoomi M&T Acct 1472”); and 
 

(4) an account at M&T Bank ending in 1456 in the name of Aquila Alpha 
LLC (the “Aquila Alpha M&T Acct 1456”). 

 
Constellation M&T Acct 5647 

62. M&T Bank records show that Constellation M&T Acct 5647 was 

opened on December 19, 2014.  The authorized persons on the account were 
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Paul Parmjit Parmar, 19 Colts Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey, as Chief 

Exective Officer (“CEO”) of Constellation Healthcare Technologies, Inc., and 

Ravi S. Chivuklua, 24333 Cinco Terrace Drive, Katy, Texas, as Chief Financial 

Officer (“CFO”) of that company.  

63. This account was used to receive approximately $50 million in 

proceeds from the secondary stock offerings referenced in paragraphs 12 and 

24 above, between on or about June 11, 2015 and January 8, 2016.  As alleged 

in said paragraphs, in furtherance of their scheme to defraud, the co-

conspirators falsely conveyed that the secondary stock offerings were used to 

raise money for purported acquisitions, when, in reality, the capital raised was 

used for other purposes.   

64. Prior to the transfer(s) of approximately $50 million in proceeds 

from the fraudulent secondary stock offerings to Constellation M&T Acct 5647, 

the account had a balance of zero, as of January 1, 2015.  These funds were 

subsequently transferred to Constellation M&T Acct 8132.  There were then a 

series of transfers from Constellation M&T Acct 8132 back to Constellation 

M&T Acct 5647.  The proceeds from some of these transfers were used to 

purchase property or gain personal control of property, as specified in 

paragraphs 90-130 below. 

Constellation M&T Acct 8132 

65. M&T Bank records show that Constellation M&T Acct 8132 was 

opened on December 19, 2014.  The authorized persons on the account were 

Paul Parmjit Parmar, 19 Colts Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey, as CEO of 
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Constellation Healthcare Technologies, Inc., and Ravi S Chivuklua, 24333 

Cinco Terrace Drive, Katy, Texas, as CFO of that company.  

66. Approximately $50 million in proceeds from the fraudulent 

secondary stock offerings employed in furtherance of the scheme to defraud 

were transferred into this account from Constellation M&T Acct 5647.  Some of 

these proceeds were then transferred back to Constellation M&T Acct 5647, 

and some of the proceeds were used to purchase property, as specified in 

paragraphs 90-130 below. 

Ranga Bhoomi M&T Acct 1472 

67. M&T Bank records show that Ranga Bhoomi M&T Acct 1472 was 

opened on February 1, 2016 in the name of Ranga Bhoomi LLC, 3400 Route 35 

South, Suite 9, Hazlet, New Jersey 07730.  A Delaware Certificate of Formation 

included in the M&T Bank records indicates that Ranga Bhoomi was formed 

five days before the account opening, on January 25, 2016.  The authorized 

persons listed on the account were as follows: (1) Salil Sharma; (2) Paul Parmjit 

Parmar, 19 Colts Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey; (3) Dana Lord, 19 Colts 

Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey; and (4) Sotirios Zaharis, 1600 Harbour 

Boulevard, Weehawkin, New Jersey.  The primary phone number listed for the 

account is the same phone number listed for Parmar on other M&T Bank 

account documents.  It should also be noted that the address listed for Dana 

Lord is the address of Parmar’s primary residence.  A check of credit agency 

database information revealed that Lord has been associated with addresses in 

New York and California, but not New Jersey.  
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68. Parmar and Zaharis used this account to receive approximately 

$15 million in proceeds from the Go-Private Transaction that they fraudulently 

induced the Private Investment Firm to consummate, and that they then 

transferred these proceeds out for the purchase of one of the defendant 

properties. 

Aquila Alpha M&T Acct 1456 

69. M&T Bank records show that Aquila Alpha M&T Acct 1456 was 

opened on February 1, 2016 in the name of Aquila Alpha LLC, 3400 Route 35 

South, Suite 9, Hazlet, New Jersey 07730. The authorized persons for the 

account are listed as Individual A, 99 Teaneck Road, Ridgefield, New Jersey, and 

Sotirios Zaharis, 1600 Harbour Boulevard, Weehawkin, New Jersey.   A Delaware 

Certificate of Formation in the M&T Bank records indicated that Aquila Alpha 

LLC was formed on January 22, 2016 with Individual A listed as an authorized 

person. 

70. The primary phone number for Aquila Alpha M&T Acct 1456 and 

the phone number listed for Individual A is the same phone number listed for 

Parmar on the other M&T Bank account documents, most of which pre-dated 

this account. 

B. Control of Ranga Bhoomi LLC, Aquila Alpha LLC, and Other Business 
Entities by Parmar and Zaharis 

 
71. Parmar and Zaharis controlled both Ranga Bhoomi LLC and Aquila 

Alpha LLC, as well as other business entities connected with the purchase of the 

defendant properties.  Parmar was responsible for the formation of Ranga 
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Bhoomi LLC and Aquila Alpha LLC, and for setting up the company accounts at 

M&T Bank.  

72. In an email dated January 25, 2016, Parmar asked an attorney at 

Law Firm 1 to “please register this firm as well under the name Salil Sharma   

Ranga Bhoomi LLC.”  He then asked the attorney to send him the incorporation 

certificates for several entities including “Aquila Alpha LLC – Individual A, Aquila 

Gamma LLC – Individual A, Aquila Vega LLC – Individual A, Aquila Cadens LLC 

– Individual A and Ranga Bhoomi – Salil Sharma.” 

73. In an email dated January 28, 2016, sent by Parmar to an employee 

of M&T Bank, Parmar asked the employee to open two accounts on his behalf. 

The first account would be in the name of Ranga Bhoomi LLC with the account 

owner listed as Salil Sharma.  Other authorized signatories on the account were 

Dana Lorann Selkirk Lord, Esq., Paul Parmar, and Sam Zaharis.  Parmar wrote 

in the email that Ranga Bhoomi LLC would be used to provide Constellation 

Healthcare Technologies, Inc. with in-house legal consulting services.  

74. The second account was in the name of Aquila Alpha LLC with the 

account owner listed as Individual A.  The authorized signatories were 

Individual A and Sam Zaharis.  Parmar wrote in the email that he (Parmar) would 

be using the account to acquire assets.  Parmar forwarded Certificate of 

Formation documents for Ranga Bhoomi LLC and Aquila Alpha LLC to the bank 

employee as attachments to the email. 
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75. Other emails show that Parmar and Zaharis, in order to conceal 

their involvement, pretended to be Individual A in communications on several 

business deals, including those pertaining to the defendant properties.  

76. For example, in an email dated January 15, 2016 regarding the 

Colts Neck property, sent from Individual A’s email account, a person purporting 

to be Individual A asked a Deutsche Bank employee to set up a meeting to 

discuss the purchase of the Colts Neck property mortgage by Aquila Alpha LLC.  

The email is signed “Regards, Sam Zaharis,” not Individual A.  About twenty 

minutes later, another email was sent to the Deutsche Bank employee from 

Individual A’s email account stating “Apologies Joushua, I had a bunch of emails 

open and I cut and pasted a wrong email reply to you in my last email!” 

77. A series of emails on February 9, 2017 regarding the 50 Riverside 

Condo purchase also demonstrate that Parmar and Zaharis pretended to be 

Individual A.  In an email on February 9, 2017 from Zaharis to Parmar, with the 

subject line “Attorney A” (the attorney for the 50 Riverside Condo purchase and 

the foreclosure by Aquila Alpha LLC on the Colts Neck property), Zaharis wrote, 

“I called his office and left a message as [Individual A] on his voicemail  Can you 

please send me his cell phone number  Can you send me the password for the 

[Individual A] email ID.”  

78. Later that day, Parmar sent Zaharis an email stating, “Sent you an 

email from timer (sic) account what I sent to [Attorney A].”  In an email at about 

that same time, Parmar forwarded to Zaharis an email from Individual A’s email 

account to Attorney A with the subject “Where can I reach you.”  The email, from 
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someone purporting to be Individual A, asked Attorney A about the foreclosure 

process (presumably on the Colts Neck property) and then asked Attorney A to 

handle the real estate purchase of the 50 Riverside Condo.  The email ended with 

“please feel free to call me at 7327661817  Individual A.”  The phone number 

provided in the email is the same phone number listed for Zaharis in M&T Bank 

records. 

79. The subject line of the email from Parmar to Zaharis stated, “FYI he 

may call you.”  Zaharis responded back to Parmar shortly after and wrote, “I 

have made sure my vm greeting does not mention a name at all.” 

80. In a separate email at around this same time, Zaharis again asked 

Parmar for the password for Individual A’s email account.  A short time later, 

Parmar sent the password to Zaharis. 

81. Finally, on February 15, 2017, an email was sent from an employee 

of Law Firm 2 to Individual A’s email account regarding the details of the 

50 Riverside Condo purchase.  The employee began the email by addressing 

Individual A by name.  A response was then sent to the law firm employee and, 

as with the January 15, 2016 email to Deutsche Bank described above, the email 

was signed “Regards, Sam Zaharis.” 

C. Proceeds from the Fraudulent 2015 and 2016 Secondary Stock 
Offerings 
 
82. As mentioned above, Company A raised approximately $15.8 million 

in a 2015 secondary stock offering on the AIM and $36 million in a 

2016 secondary stock offering on the AIM.  
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83. Regarding the first equity raise, a review of M&T Bank records shows 

two June 2015 wire transfers to Constellation M&T Acct 5647 from Finncap 

Limited, a British investment banking firm that, among other things, assists AIM 

companies in raising funds.  The first wire transfer deposit was on June 11, 

2015, for $12,739,017.94, and the second wire in was on June 16, 2016, for 

$3,040,879.49.  Then, on June 26, 2015, $15,779,897 was transferred from 

Constellation M&T Acct 5647 to Constellation M&T Acct 8132.  The balance in 

Constellation M&T Acct 8132 just prior to this incoming transfer was 

approximately $80,000.  Numerous payments were made from Constellation 

M&T Acct 8132 including payments to Orion Health Corp, transfers back to 

Constellation M&T Acct 5647, and a wire for the down payment for the purchase 

of one of the defendant properties.  

84. In connection with the second equity raise, bank records show a 

wire transfer deposit on January 8, 2016 to Constellation M&T Acct 5647 in the 

amount of $36,876,684.14 from the London account of Finncap Limited.  Also 

on the same day, January 8, 2016, all of these funds were transferred from 

Constellation M&T Acct 5647 to Constellation M&T Acct 8132.  The balance in 

Constellation M&T Acct 8132 just prior to this transfer was approximately 

$83,000.  Numerous payments were made from Constellation M&T Acct 8132, 

including payments to Orion Health Corp, transfers back to Constellation M&T 

Acct 5647, and payments made in connection with the defendant properties.   
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D. Proceeds from the Go-Private Transaction  

85. Proceeds from the Go-Private Transaction were initially sent to a law 

firm acting as escrow agent for certain Parmar-controlled entities and some of 

those proceeds were then transferred to various third parties on behalf of 

Parmar. 

86.  A document titled “Agreement and Plan of Merger,” which detailed 

the terms of the Go-Private Transaction, stated that Company A’s stockholders 

would have the right to be paid $2.93 for each share of common stock 

outstanding immediately prior to the Go-Private Transaction.  As described 

above, Parmar and various entities controlled by him, received the majority of 

the proceeds from the Go-Private Transaction.  The payment of the common 

stock purchase proceeds was initially made in a series of wire transfers in 

February 2017 to Law Firm 1, the firm acting as escrow agent on behalf of the 

Parmar-controlled entities.  

87. In a January 25, 2017 email from Zaharis to an employee of Capita 

Asset Services, the entity responsible for distributing payments to stockholders 

for outstanding shares of common stock (the “Paying Agent”), Zaharis informed 

the employee that Law Firm 1 had agreed to act as the escrow/collection agent 

for all amounts due to several parties (stockholders) and would, in turn, 

distribute the funds to those parties.  The names of the stockholders to receive 

payment were included in the email. 

88. The stockholder entities listed in the email included Vega Advanced 

Care LLC and Axis Medical Services LLC.  Documents attached to the email 
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indicated that Vega Advanced Care owned 2,967,033 shares of common stock 

and Axis Medical Services owned 2,991,808 shares of common stock.  At a price 

of $2.93 per share, these share totals would result in a total payout of 

$8,693,406 to Vega Advanced Care and $8,765,997 to Axis Medical Services.  

The documents were purportedly signed by Individual A as the beneficial and 

registered owner of the outstanding shares. 

89. On July 28, 2017, an employee of Law Firm 1 sent an email to 

Zaharis and Parmar attaching a ledger of the Law Firm 1 escrow  activity.  Under 

the heading “Constellation Health/CHT Clsing,” the ledger showed a series of 

eight wire transfers from the Paying Agent on February 3, 2017 totaling 

approximately $46 millon.  These wire transfers represented proceeds from the 

fraudulently induced Go-Private Transaction.  Included in the wire transfer list 

was one for $8,693,406 (the amount of the Vega Advanced Care payout) and 

another for $8,765,997 (the amount of the Axis Medical Services payout).  

E. Proceeds of the Fraudulent Secondary Stock Offerings and the 
Fraudulently Induced Go-Private Transaction Were Used to Purchase 
and/or Retain Ownership of the Defendant Properties 

 
2 River Terrace, Unit 12J, New York, New York 
 

90. A search of public records indicates that the property located at 

2 River Terrace, Unit 12J, New York, New York was purchased by 2 River Terrace 

Apartment 12J LLC on February 19, 2016, for $5,450,000.00.  The address listed 

on the deed for the buyer is that of Law Firm 1. 

91. In an email dated December 14, 2015, with the subject line “2 River 

terrace #12JK,” a real estate broker asked an employee of Law Firm 1 to verify 
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information so that a deal sheet could be written up.  In the email, the buyer was 

listed as Paul Parmar with an all cash purchase price of $5,450,000.00.  The 

real estate broker asked to confirm the buyer’s name if it was being bought by 

an LLC. 

92. The employee of Law Firm 1 forwarded this email to Parmar, told 

him they confirmed, and asked Parmar to provide the name.  Later on December 

14, 2015, the Law Firm 1 employee emailed the real estate broker and said the 

buyer would be 2 River Terrace Apartment 12J LLC.  Parmar was also copied on 

the email. 

93. On December 21, 2015, an employee of  Law Firm 1 sent another 

Law Firm 1 employee an email with the subject line “FW: Greene to 2 River 

Terrace Apartment 12J, LLC – 2 River Terrace, Unit 12J, New York, NY” and 

wrote in the email, “Adam-Attached is the contract for Paul’s signature 

(3 signature pages plus lead paint waiver on last page). Together with the signed 

contract we will need a wire in the amount of $545,000 payable to [Escrow Agent 

A].’” 

94. The attached contract for the purchase of the 2 River Terrace Condo 

listed a purchase price of $5,450,000 and a down payment amount of $545,000. 

The signature block of the contract contained a signature line for Paul Parmar 

as Manager of 2 River Terrace Apartment 12J, LLC. 

95. M&T Bank records indicate that on December 23, 2015, a wire 

transfer for $545,000 was made to Escrow Agent A from Constellation M&T Acct 

8132.  As described above, in paragraph 42, in June 2015, approximately $15.8 
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million from the first public offering was transferred to Constellation M&T Acct 

8132 from Constellation M&T Acct 5647.  As of December 23, 2015, just prior to 

the Escrow Agent A wire, the balance in Constellation M&T Acct 8132 was 

approximately $1.9 million. Approximately $520,000 of this amount was 

proceeds from the June 2015 transfer from Constellation M&T Acct 5647. 

96. On December 29, 2015, there is a chain of emails with the subject 

line “2 River Terrace App. LLC Question.”  In one email, a real estate broker 

emailed an employee of Law Firm 1 and copied Zaharis.  In the email the real 

estate broker wrote, “they are asking who will occupy the apt. What name(s) 

would you like me to type here?” 

97. Zaharis forwarded this email to Parmar and wrote, “Adam suggests 

not putting you down at this stage – do we put down Salil?”  Parmar responded 

to this email and told Zaharis to “[p]ut Salil and Kiran Sharma.” 

98. In connection with the balance of the purchase price, on 

February 19, 2016, a wire for $5,058,408.81 was sent from Constellation M&T 

Acct 8132 to Law Firm 1’s NY IOLA Attorney Escrow Account.  As described in 

paragraph 39 above, approximately $36 million in proceeds from the second 

equity raise was deposited into Constellation M&T Acct 8132 on January 8, 

2016.  As of the date of the wire to Law Firm 1, approximately $20 million of the 

second equity raise proceeds remained in the account. 

18 and 19 Colts Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey - Purchase of the 
Deutsche Bank Mortgage by Aquila Alpha LLC 
 

99. On or about March 15, 2000,  Parmar purchased vacant land at 

Colts Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey (later referred to as 19 Colts Gait Lane), 
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for $1,150,000.00.  There was no mortgage recorded for the purchase.  Then, on 

or about December 2, 2003, Parmar purchased more vacant land at 18 Colts 

Gait Lane, Colts Neck, New Jersey for $1,745,000.00.  There was no mortgage 

recorded for this purchase either.  

100. Parmar later developed the land and took out the following 

mortgages:  (1) Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Credit Corporation for $10 million 

in December 2004; (2) Citibank Federal Savings for $4 million in May 2006; and 

(3) Citibank Federal Savings Bank for $12 million in November 2006, which was 

issued as a Home Equity Line of Credit. 

101. On or about January 25, 2008, Deutsche Bank issued a mortgage  

to Parmar secured by the property in the amount of $23,700,000. 

102. On or about May 6, 2010, Deutsche Bank filed a Notice of Lis 

Pendens for the foreclosure of the $23,700,000 mortgage issued on January 25, 

2008. 

103. In 2011, a sheriff’s sale of the Colts Neck Property was scheduled.  

However, the sheriff’s sale did not take place and the property remained in 

Parmar’s control.  

104. In late 2015 and into early 2016, Deutsche Bank entered into loan 

work out negotiations in an effort to arrange a payoff on the $23,700,000 

mortgage.  A series of emails show that Deutsche Bank eventually came to an 

agreement in which they would sell the $23,700,000 mortgage to Aquila Alpha 

LLC for a total purchase price of $3.8 million.  A Note Sale Agreement dated 

March 2, 2016, by and between Deutsche Bank and Aquila Alpha LLC, stated 
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that Aquila Alpha LLC would purchase the $23,700,000.00 mortgage given to 

Parmar from Deutsche Bank for a purchase price of $3,800,000.  The Note Sale 

Agreement was signed for the purchaser by Individual A, Manager, Aquila Alpha 

LLC.   

105. The funds used to purchase the Deutsche Bank mortgage were 

derived from the proceeds of the second fraudulent secondary stock offering, as 

follows.  As described in paragraph 84 above, bank records show a wire transfer 

deposit on January 8, 2016 to Constellation M&T Acct 5647 in the amount of 

$36,876,684.14 from the London account of Finncap Limited.  That same day, 

all of these funds were transferred from Constellation M&T Acct 5647 to 

Constellation M&T Acct 8132.  Then, on March 30, 2016, $3.8 million was 

transferred back from Constellation M&T Acct 8132 to Constellation M&T Acct 

5647.  Just prior to this transfer, approximately $11 million remained in 

Constellation M&T Acct 8132 from the January 8, 2016 transfer of 

$36,876,684.14. 

106. On the same day as the $3.8 million transfer into Constellation M&T 

Account 5647, a $3.8 million wire transfer was made out of Constellation M&T 

Account 5647 to the Law Firm 2 Escrow Account.  The wire transfer instruction 

stated, “Aquila Alpha – DB Debt Purchase.”  The balance in Constellation M&T 

Acct 5647 was approximately $150,000 just prior to the above transfers. 

107. On or about March 31, 2016, an Assignment of Mortgage was filed 

between Deutsche Bank and Aquila Alpha LLC in which Aquila Alpha LLC took 

ownership of Deutsche Bank’s $23,700,000 mortgage in exchange for the 
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payment of $3.8 million.  According to the Assignment of Mortgage, the buyer, 

Aquila Alpha LLC, was represented by Law Firm 2.  

108. Following the Assignment of Mortgage to Aquila Alpha LLC, Parmar 

retained ownership of the Colts Neck Property.  While Individual A is listed as 

the Manager of Aquila Alpha LLC, Parmar appears to be the person in control of 

the company.  

109. On or about November 7, 2016, Aquila Alpha LLC filed a Notice of 

Lis Pendens Complaint for Foreclosure against Paul Parmjit also known as 

Parmjit Singh Parmar also known as Parmjit Parmarpar, and other persons and 

entities.  The lis pendens, which was filed by Law Firm 2, lists the lands and 

premises affected as the Colts Neck Property. 

Purchase of Residence at 40 Broad Street, Unit 20FG, New York, New York 

110. A search of public records indicates that the 40 Broad Street Condo 

was purchased by Dioskouroi Kastor Polydeuces LLC on August 8, 2017, for 

$1,640,000.00.  The address listed on the deed for the buyer is 3400 Highway 

35, Suite 9A, Hazlet, New Jersey.  The buyer’s attorney is listed on the deed as 

Law Firm 2.  The seller is listed on the deed as Five G Enterprises LLC. 

111. Certain correspondence regarding the purchase of the property was 

made from Individual A’s email account and purportedly from a person claiming 

to be Harmohan Parmar, using a Gmail account (“the Harmohan Parmar Gmail 

account”).  However, Parmar and Zaharis were responsible for arranging the 

purchase of the property and for providing the funding to purchase the property.  
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In an email dated June 2, 2017, Parmar instructed Zaharis to name the company 

for “billu’s apartment” Dioskouroi Kastor Polydeuces LLC. 

112. Also on June 2, 2017, an email sent from Individual A’s email 

account to an employee of Law Firm 2 outlined details of the proposed purchase 

and then stated, “If you have any questions, please call me any tome (sic) on 732 

766 1817,” which, as described above, is the phone number Zaharis listed as his 

phone number on various bank account documents.  The email was signed 

“Regards, [Individual A].” 

113. On July 13, 2017, an employee of Law Firm 2 sent an email to 

Individual A and the Harmohan Parmar Gmail account with the subject 

“Contract-40 Broad St Unit 20FG” and wrote, “[Individual A]/Harry-Attached 

please find the execution copy of the Contract. Please sign pages 12, 15 and 18 

with title as ‘authorized signatory’ of DIOSKOUROI KOSTOR POLYDEUCES 

LLC.”  This email was then forwarded from the Harmohan Parmar Gmail account 

to Zaharis.  The contract stated a purchase price of $1,640,000 and also stated 

that the proposed occupant of the Unit would be Harry Parmar. 

114. Zaharis then emailed Parmar and two employees at Law Firm 1 with 

instructions to wire $1,623,600.00 to the Law Firm 2 Attorney Escrow Account. 

115. Then, also on July 13, 2017, $1,623,600.00 was wired from Law 

Firm 1 to Law Firm 2.  A review of the Law Firm 1 escrow ledger, described above 

in paragraph 89, displaying a $1,623,600.00 wire from Law Firm 1 to Law Firm 

2 on July 13, 2017, shows that the funds came from the Constellation 

Health/CHT Clsing escrow account.  As outlined above, in paragraph 89, the 
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Constellation Health/CHT Clsing escrow account is the account into which the 

proceeds for the fraudulently induced Go-Private Transaction were placed.  

Accordingly, the funding for the purchase of the 40 Broad Street Condo came 

directly from the fraudulently obtained Go-Private Transaction proceeds. 

116. On the same day, Parmar sent an email to Zaharis and wrote, “Sam 

lets try last shot, say full funds to close the transction have been wired to our 

attorneys, we after looking at all the things and upcoming abatement and 

exemption being over in 5 and 2 years leading to massive increase in monthly 

cost, would like to make a final offer of $1.55m, as you know funds have been 

wired so as soon as you accept this offer the deal can close.” 

117. Shortly after this email, Zaharis emailed Parmar with the subject 

line “40 Broad Street.”  In the email was a lengthy script, made to appear as if it 

was from Individual A, listing the reasons they wanted to offer “$1.55m” for the 

property. 

118. Parmar responded to this email and told Zaharis, “Yes send.” 

119. An email was then sent from the Individual A’s email account to two 

employees of a New York real estate broker containing the same lengthy script 

that Zaharis had sent to Parmar earlier. 

120. An email dated August 6, 2017 to Zaharis from the Harmohan 

Parmar Gmail account, with the subject line “Five G Enterprises LLC to 

Dioskouroi Kastor Polydeuces LLC – 40 Broad Street, Unit 20FG, New York, NY 

10004” stated, “we wired 1,623,600.00  we gave seller 164000  remaining 

amount 145960.” 
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Purchase of the Residence Located at 50 Riverside Boulevard, Apt 21B, 
New York, New York 
 

121.  A review of public documents, bank records, and email 

correspondence between Parmar and others indicate that Parmar used funds 

generated from the fraudulently induced Go-Private Transaction to purchase the 

50 Riverside Condo in the name of a company he controlled. 

122. On February 6, 2017, Parmar emailed a broker from a New York City 

real estate firm regarding condo units at 50 Riverside Boulevard. He wrote, 

“thank you for showing us the place last night” and made an offer to purchase 

the unit for $14.8 million cash.  He wrote, “you can consider this as a firm offer 

which will be immediately backed by cash posted to escrow for the sole purpose 

of this acquisition till we finish all relevant paperwork.” 

123. In a February 8, 2017 email to Parmar and Zaharis from a broker at 

a New York City real estate firm with the subject “21B,” the broker  informed 

Parmar that his cash offer of $14,800,000 for the purchase of the unit had been 

accepted by the seller. 

124. Parmar then emailed Zaharis and suggested that their attorney, 

Attorney A, should set up two companies, Aquila Altair LLC and 21B One River 

Park, LLC.  Parmar wrote in the email that “red fronted Macau trust” will own 

Aquila Altair LLC and Aquila Altair LLC will own 21B One River Park LLC.  The 

apartment, the 50 Riverside Condo, would be owned by 21B One River Park LLC.  

Parmar then asked in the email, “How did we setup 2 River Terrace?”  This 

question was apparently a reference to another residential property in New York 

City purchased by Parmar and Zaharis in or about February of 2016.  From a 
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review of public records, it appears that Law Firm 1 participated in this real 

estate transaction.  

125. The next day, in an effort to clarify the best way to keep certain 

details of the transaction hidden, Zaharis responded to Parmar’s email and 

wrote, “I have a couple of questions:  I assume we isolate Law Firm 1 from this 

transaction 100%  Will [Attorney A] keep quiet about this   if we send the money 

from Law Firm 1 to Attorney A then Law Firm 1 will know something is going on   

In what capacity to you engage Attorney A……as Paul Parmar who is getting 

foreclosed on? Me on behalf of the trust?......what do you think because Attorney 

A will ask for sure.”  At the time of this email, Attorney A was representing Aquila 

Alpha LLC in a foreclosure action against Parmar in connection with a defaulted 

mortgage on the Colts Neck Property. 

126. Then, also on February 9, 2016, Zaharis sent an email to a 

member of Law Firm 1, copying Parmar, regarding arrangements for the 

transfer of $16 million “from 2 of the Deal closing escrow accounts” to Ranga 

Bhoomi M&T Acct 1472.  As described above, Law Firm 1 acted as the 

escrow/collection agent for certain Parmar-controlled entities in connection 

with the payout of stock purchase proceeds resulting from the Go-Private 

Transaction.  

127.  Zaharis requested that the money be moved in two wire transfers,  

the first in the amount of $8,765,997.44, which he attributed to Vega Medical 

Services LLC, and the second in the amount of $7,234,002.56, which he 

attributed to Vega Advanced Care LLC.  Zaharis stated in the email, “After the 
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wires are sent, you should have a zero balance for Axis Medical Services LLC 

and a $1,459404.40 balance for Vega Advanced Care LLC in the escrow 

account.” 

128. Bank records show that two wire transfers were made from Law 

Firm 1 on February 10, 2017 to Ranga Bhoomi M&T Acct 1472, one for 

$8,765,997.44 and the other for $7,234,002.56.  The balance in Ranga Bhoomi 

M&T Acct 1472 prior to these wire transfers was approximately $370,000. 

129. The funds from these wire transfers remained in the account until 

three wire transfers were made out of the account to Law Firm 2 as follows:  

(1) $3,705,000 on February 23, 2017; (2) $11,100,000 on March 20, 2017; and 

(3) $60,000 on April 6, 2017.  The balance in the account after the last wire 

transfer was approximately $1.7 million.  There was only one other deposit 

($167,500) into the account during the February 10 – April 6 timeframe. There 

were also sixteen deposits totaling $3,267.95 (between $201 and $212 each) 

from February 1, 2017 to March 31, 2017 from “ADP TOTALSOURCE.” 

130. On February 10, 2017, Zaharis emailed the real estate broker with 

whom Parmar had previously communicated and forwarded the contact 

information for the attorney who would be handling the closing for the condo 

deal, Attorney A. Zaharis then wrote “because of confidentialty requirements, 

please do not mention Paul Parmar by name in any emails or paperwork in 

relation to this transaction. This would extend to correspondence with [Attorney 

A]. [Attorney A] has been briefed that a client of ours is making the investment 

via a LLC where the ultimate owner is a family trust. Please do not copy myself 
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or Paul on any direct correspondence with [Attorney A] – you can forward any 

emails or correspondence separately but please don’t include us directly on any 

email chain.” 

131. A search of public records indicates that the property located at 

50 Riverside Drive, Unit 21B, New York, New York was purchased by 21B One 

River Park LLC on April 7, 2017 for $15,074,100.  The address listed on the deed 

for the buyer was that of Law Firm 2. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR FORFEITURE 

132. The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 131 of this 

Verified Complaint for Forfeiture In Rem are incorporated herein and made part 

hereof. 

133. The defendant properties, and all property traceable thereto, are 

subject to forfeiture as property constituting, or derived from, proceeds traceable 

to, wire fraud, in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343, and  

Title 15, United States Code, Sections 78j(b) and 78ff, and Title 17, Code of 

Federal Regulations, Section 240.10b-5, or a conspiracy to commit such 

offenses. 

134. As a result of the foregoing, the defendant properties and all property 

traceable thereto are subject to condemnation and to forfeiture to the United 

States, in accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 981(a)(1)(C). 
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SECOND CLAIM FOR FORFEITURE 

135. The allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 131 of this 

Verified Complaint for Forfeiture In Rem are incorporated herein and made part 

hereof. 

136. The defendant properties, and all property traceable thereto, are 

subject to forfeiture as property involved in a transaction or attempted 

transaction in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1956 and/or 

1957 or a conspiracy to commit such a violation, in violation of Title 18, United 

States Code, Section 1956(h). 

137. As a result of the foregoing, the defendant properties are subject to 

condemnation and to forfeiture to the United States of America for disposition 

according to law, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 981(a)(1)(A). 

138. WHEREFORE, plaintiff requests that notice of this action be given 

to all persons who reasonably appear to be potential claimants to the defendant 

properties; that the defendant properties be forfeited and condemned to the 

United States of America; that plaintiff be awarded its costs and disbursements 

in this action; and that the Court award such other and further relief as it deems 

proper and just. 

 

CRAIG CARPENITO 
United States Attorney 

 
 

/s/Sarah Devlin____________________       
By:  SARAH DEVLIN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
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May 16, 2018    
Newark, New Jersey 
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STATE OF NEW」 ERSEY

COUNTY OF ESSEX

VERIFICATION

)

: SS:

)

I, James Howard, hereby verify and declare under penalty of perjury that

I am a Senior Inspector with the United States Marshals Service, that I have read

the foregoing Verified Complaint for Forfeiture in Rem and know the contents

thereof, and that the matters contained in the Verilied Complaint are true to my

own knowledge, except that those matters herein stated to be alleged on

information and belief and as to those matters I believe them to be true.

The sources of my knowledge and information and the grounds of my belief

include the official liles and records of the United States, information supplied

to me by other law enforcement officers, and my own investigation of this case.

I hereby verify and declare under penalty of pedury that the foregoing is

true and correct.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this
1l_ d"y of May, 2O18, at Newark, New Jersey.

State of New Jersey
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